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This documentation provides the information 
you need to use the KeyRace software.

Use the mouse or the scroll bar to move 
through succeeding pages.

support: garypitz@hotmail.com
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Introduction

This KeyRace software allows users of HTR handicapping software to generate key race info - how 
horses who ran against today’s horse in his last race finished in their next start - using the HX4 data 
export data of HTR2. Having this info can provide useful information not normally available without 
considerable effort.

The output of the KeyRace software is a text file that displays one line of information for each of 
today’s runners. An example of the this information is: 

311118.x1           8  LRL-9 #6  Tour of Promises 

The first string shows the finish position in each horses next race with a '.' meaning that the horse 
has not yet raced back, an ‘x’ for the current horses' last race finish, and a '9' means the horse 
finished 9th or worse. The key race string '311118.x1' shows that the horses that finished 2nd, 3rd, 
4th, 5th and 9th in Tour Of Promises last start have won their next start. This information is followed 
by the finish position of today's horse in its last race and then today’s race info: the Track, race 
number, program number and horse name.

Note that the KeyRace software requires certain system ‘DLL’s to work. These required system files 
are installed on any computer that has run the ATRpro software Full Install Download (ATRpro home 
page:   http://homebased2.com/atr/at_the_races.htm ).

http://homebased2.com/atr/at_the_races.htm
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How It Works

Before generating the key race info for today’s races you must create an HX4 database and a Key 
Race info file. 

You first use the KeyRace software to create the C:\HX4 directory structure. You then copy your HX4 
export created by HTR2 that contains an HX4 results file for each track for the year 2006 and 2007 
to the c:\HX4 directories. 

Then you use the KeyRace software to create a C:\HX4\KeyRace.txt file that contains key race strings 
for the races in those HX4 files. This process will take a considerable time - start it before you call it 
a night and it will be ready when you wake up. 

Then, each day you update the HX4 result files and the KeyRace.txt file in the c:\HX4 directory by 
exporting the previous days results info to HX4 files and running the appropriate commands in the 
KeyRace software. This process should take only a few minutes.

Then you create an All_HX4.TXT file containing today’s races using HTR2. 

Finally, running the KeyRace software will generate the key race strings for today’s horses: For each 
horse in the All_HX4.TXT file containing today’s races, the KeyRace program extracts the date and 
the track of that horses last race, then it searches for the race number of that race in the appropriate 
HX4 results file for that track in the C:\HX4 directory, then it finds the Key Race string for the race in 
the KeyRace.txt file and create the key race strings output.

The following slides show this entire process.
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This is the KeyRace main form.  

There are seven tabbed pages. The following slides shows how to use the third tabbed screen, the STARTUP 
SCREEN, to create the C:\HX4 directory structure and create the C:\HX4\KeyRace.txt file that contains key race 
strings for the races in those HX4 files. 

Getting Started
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This is the STARTUP SCREEN displayed after 
clicking on the third tab (1). Clicking on the STEP 
1 button (2) will create the c:\HX4 directory 
structure with the subdirectories for 2006, 2007, 
and 2008 (3).

Startup Screen

1

2

3
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You then follow the directions in STEP 2 (1) to copy your 2006 HX4 export files created by HTR2 that contains an 
HX4 results file for each track to the c:\HX4\HX4_2006 directory as shown in (2). See Appendix A for details on 
creating these HX4 result files. Similarly, you then follow the directions in STEP 2 to copy your 2007 HX4 export 
created by HTR2 that contains an HX4 results file for each track to the c:\HX4\HX4_2007 directory.

Note that you should not copy an ALL_HX4.TXT file into the c:\HX4\hx4_2006 or the c:\HX4\hx4_2007 directories 
as it will result in the STARTUP process taking twice as long as it will look at the race results twice.

Startup Screen

1

2
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Then you use create/update the C:\HX4\KeyRace.txt file with results data by clicking on the STEP 3 button (1) 
after inputting the year of the data in the STEP 3 textbox (2). This process will take a considerable time - start it 
before you call it a night and it will be ready when you wake up.  During the process, a status window will appear 
displaying the number of results that have been saved to the database. Repeat this step for each year that you 
have HX4 data. 

The resulting file structure is shown in (2).

Startup Screen

1 2

3
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Note that when you update the C:\HX4\KeyRace.txt file with new results data by clicking on the STEP 3 button 
(1), the KeyRace software will automatically create a backup file of the C:\HX4\KeyRace.txt every time there is an 
update. The resulting file structure the second time STEP 3 is performed would therefore result in a new 
KeyRaceData.txt file along with a backup file as shown in (2).

Startup Screen

1

2
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New to Version 2.01 is STEP 4 which is used to create Trainer and Jockey database file used in the HX4g output 
described later in this documentation. STEP 4 creates directories C:\Trainer and C:\Jockey with subdirectories 
that include files for each trainer and jockey containing a list of all tracks that they have had entries.

Repeat STEP 4 for every year for which you have HX4 export data.

Startup Screen

1
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This is the UPDATE SCREEN displayed after clicking on the second tab (1). Each day you update the HX4 result files 
and the KeyRace.txt file in the c:\HX4 directory by following the steps on this page. This process should take only a 
few minutes. See Appendix B for details on creating these HX4 result files.

Note that the STEP 1 - DELETE FILES IN C:\HTR button does not delete any sub folders or any files in any subfolders. 
Also, using this step is not necessary to create the HX4 export files - rather it is just how I empty the directory in 
order to be certain that when I create HX4 export files in the C:\HTR directory that they contain the data that I need 
and no more. As far as the KeyRace program is concerned, you could just as well do the HX4 export in another folder 
and then copy the HX4 files to the c:\HTR directory. 

Update Screen

1
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This is the GET KEY RACE DATA screen displayed after clicking on the first tab (1). Each day you create a 
c:\HTR\ALL_HX4.txt file with today’s races. See Appendix C for details on creating this c:\HTR\ALL_HX4.txt file. Then click 
on the STEP 4 button (2) to create the key race string output file. This process should take only a few minutes. The next 
slide shows this screen while this process is in progress.

As with the UPDATE tab, the STEP 1 - DELETE FILES IN C:\HTR button does not delete any sub folders or any files in any 
subfolders. Also, using this step is not necessary to create the HX4 export files - rather it is just how I empty the directory 
in order to be certain that when I create the c:\HTR\ALL_HX4.txt export file in the C:\HTR directory that it contains the 
data for today’s races that I need and no more. As far as the KeyRace program is concerned, you could just as well do the 
HX4 export in another folder and then copy the ALL_HX4.txt files to the c:\HTR directory.

Key Race Output Screen

1

2
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This is the GET KEY RACE DATA screen display after the STEP 4 button has been clicked. A status box (1) is 
shown while the output process is in progress. 

The next slide shows the screen when this process is finished.

Key Race Output Screen

1
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A message box appears when the output process is finished. If you have WordPad installed on your computer in the 
windows directory (c:\windows\write.exe), the output file will be automatically opened after clicking on the OK 
button on the message box.

The resulting file structure after the output file is created is shown in (1). Periodically, it is prudent to delete the 
older backup files and output files in this directory.

Key Race Output Screen

1
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This is the TRACK PROFILE SCREEN displayed after clicking on the fifth tab (1). 

This screen generates and displays 2-FURLONG, FRACTION-1, and POST POSITION info for races in your c:\HX4 
directories as described in the next few slides. The information is displayed in a cryptic format that may take some 
time to get used to but contains much useful information.

Track Profile Screen

1
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Generating the data is easy. Simply typing in the year 2008 in the text box (1) and clicking on the GENERATE button 
(2) will create the c:\HX4\hx4_2008\speed_2008.txt file. This process is relatively quick – an entire years of data can 
be generated in about a minute. Repeat this process for each year of HX4 files in your database.

Track Profile Screen

1

2
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Displaying the data involves clicking on the LIST button (1).  

This slide shows the 2-FURLONG, FRACTION-1, and POST POSITION info for the last 14 days for all tracks for dirt 
and turf, and both sprint and routes. Changing the data in the text boxes and choosing different options (2) 
produces more useful displays as shown on next slide.  After you choose different options click the CLEAR LIST 
button (3) if you are finished with the data displayed and then click on the LIST button (1) to get the new data.

Track Profile Screen

1

2

3
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This slide shows the 2-FURLONG, FRACTION-1, and POST POSITION info for the last 45 days for Aqueduct for dirt 
routes that were chosen using the text boxes and options shown (1). This data can provide quick insight into any 
running or post position bias for that track. The next slides explains how to decipher this cryptic info.

Track Profile Screen

1
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This 2-FURLONG information is displayed as three groups of 5 characters (1). The first group represents the days 
winning horse. The first character in the first grouping is the number of horses that won that were on the lead at the 2 
Furlong position of the race, the second character is number of horses within 1 length, third character within 2 lengths, 
fourth character within 4 lengths and the fifth character is number of horses over 4 lengths back.  So on 2/16/2008, all 
the winners in dirt routes at Aqueduct were over 4 lengths behind the leaders at the 2 Furlong position of the race. The 
next 2 groups of 5 characters follow this same pattern with the 2nd group for the 2nd place horses, and the 3rd group 
for the 3rd place horses. 

Track Profile Screen

1
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This FRACTION-1 info is displayed in the next grouping that begins with ‘Fr1_’ (1) and is followed by the Fraction-1 
rankings for the days winning horses. So on 2/16/2008, the winners in dirt routes at Aqueduct had Fraction-1 rankings of 
3rd, 4th, 4th and 7th. 

Track Profile Screen

1
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This POST POSITION info is displayed in the next grouping that begins with ‘PP_’ (1) and is followed by the post position 
numbers for the days winning horses, then a ‘_’ and the position numbers for the days 2nd place horses, then a ‘_’ and 
the position numbers for the days 3rd place horses. A ‘9’ is used for post positions 9 or higher.

Although it is worthwhile to check the charts, at a quick glance it appears that the inside posts did well in the route races
on 2/16/2008 (1). 

Track Profile Screen

1
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The data on this display can be saved to file with the SAVE TO FILE button (1). 

Track Profile Screen

1
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New to Version 1.08 is the Jockey Screen.  From the Jockey screen you can get a listing of jockeys or trainers (1) at today’s
races listed by number of mounts or alphabetically (2).  This slide shows a portion of the listing for today’s jockeys at Saratoga, 
along with the races that they have mounts, listed by the number of mounts.  The process is easy, simply create the 
C:\HTR\ALL_HX4.txt file with today’s races (see Appendix C), and then click on the GENERATE LISTINGS button (3).

Jockey Screen

1 2

3
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This slide shows a portion of the listing for today’s jockeys at Saratoga, listed alphabetically. 

Jockey Screen
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The end of the generated listing includes jockeys that have mounts at multiple tracks.

Jockey Screen
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Also, use this Jockey Screen to find out if there are any horses entered at multiple tracks by simply 
creating the C:\HTR\ALL_HX4.txt file with today’s races (see Appendix C), and then clicking on the FIND 
button (1).

Jockey Screen

1
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New to Version 2.01 is the HX4g Screen that includes Trainer and Jockey Trend Graphs.  This feature allows users of 
HTR handicapping software to generate a lifetime history for today’s race card in a few minutes.  Having information 
for all races run for a horse can provide useful information not normally available without considerable effort. 

The process is easy for users who have already been using the Key Race feature of the software as the HX4g output 
is based on the same HX4 file structure shown earlier in this documentation.  The next few slides describe the HX4g 
output, and then how to create it.

HX4g generator
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The HX4g output is 
automatically saved to 
the file 
c:\HTR\todays_races.txt. 

This output file is not 
intended to be printed as 
the stats for each horse 
can take up several 
pages.  Rather, its use is 
for working on a 
computer with document 
software like Wordpad, 
Notepad or Word. 

Useful information 
includes key race and 
track trend info, 
workout/trainer/jockey 
history, and specific 
track, distance, or 
surface history.

Identify contenders using 
the HTR2 software first. 
Then, use the ‘find’ 
command with a horses 
name in the HX4g output 
file to make jumping to 
the appropriate race 
easy.

HX4g generator
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The first part of the HX4g output for each horse is the Track Profile which includes 2-FURLONG, FRACTION-1, and POST 
POSITION info for the specific track and distance type (turf or dirt, sprint or route) of this race for the last 10 calendar 
days.  The information is displayed in a cryptic format that may take some time to get used to but contains much useful 
information. 

The 2-FURLONG information is displayed as three groups of 5 characters (1).  The first group represents the days winning 
horse.  The first character in the first grouping is the number of horses that won that were on the lead at the 2 Furlong 
position of the race, the second character is number of horses within 1 length, third character within 2 lengths, fourth 
character within 4 lengths and the fifth character is number of horses over 4 lengths back.  So on 2/14/2008 two of the  
winners in dirt routes at Aqueduct had the early lead while the other three winners were within 2 lengths, four lengths 
and over 4 lengths of the lead at the 2 Furlong position of the race.  The next 2 groups of 5 characters follow this same 
pattern with the 2nd group for the 2nd place horses and the 3rd group for the 3rd place horses. 

The FRACTION-1 info is displayed in the next grouping that begins with ‘Fr1_’ (2) and is followed by the Fraction-1 
rankings for the days winning horses. 

The POST POSITION info is displayed in the next grouping that begins with ‘PP_’ (3) and is followed by the post position 
numbers for the days winning horses, then a ‘_’ and the position numbers for the days 2nd place horses, then a ‘_’ and 
the position numbers for the days 3rd place horses.  A ‘9’ is used for post positions 9 or higher.

HX4g generator
1

2
3
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The second section of the HX4g output for each horse includes Track Profile info for each of the horses previous races 
(1) that can be very useful in your handicapping as it provides information and what type of horses were winning that 
day.  Also shown in this section is the following info: 

HX4g generator

Track name
Date
Distance
Surface
Class
Layoff – days since last race
Post and number of horses in race
Tote odds
Finish position

Morning Line odds ranking
Running Style
Fraction1 ranking
EP ranking
LP ranking
Percent Quirin Points
Lengths back at 3 calls
Finish Position
Track Profile info and that days distance type (turf or dirt, sprint or route)

1
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The third section of the HX4g output (1) for each horse includes Key Race info for each of the horses previous races that 
also can be very useful in your handicapping as it provides information and how horses coming out of those races did in 
their next race.  The Key Race string shows the finish position in each horses next race with a '.' meaning that the horse has 
not yet raced back and a '9' means the horse finished 9th or worse.  The key race string ’11.1123954' shows that the horses 
that finished 1ST, 2ND, 4TH and 5th won their next start, the horse that finished 3rd has not yet run back, and the others did 
not win their next start.  Also shown in this third section is the following info: 

HX4g generator

Track name
Date
Distance
Surface
Class
Layoff – days since last race
Post and number of horses in race
Tote odds
Finish position

Morning Line odds ranking
Running Style
Fraction1 ranking
EP ranking
LP ranking
Percent Quirin Points
Cramer Last 90 days ranking
HTR ranking
K ranking

1

Pscan ranking
Class ranking
EPR number
Lengths back at 3 calls
Finish Position
Cramer ranking
Cramer number
Pedigree number
Race Comment
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The fourth section of the HX4g output includes the jockeys and trainers for this horse in each of its races (1) and 
workout history (2).  Also included in this fourth section is the following info: 

HX4g generator

Track name
Date
Distance
Surface
Class
Purse 
Weight change since last race
Tote odds
PER number and ranking
Finish position
Morning Line odds ranking
Running Style
Fraction1 ranking
EP ranking

Jockey name
Jockey ranking
Trainer name
Trainer ranking
Number of horses for trainer in last 30 days
Win % for trainer in last 30 days
Changes *
Layoff
Finish Position
Workout rating
Workouts

* Changes are 1=First time Lasix, 2=Blinkers on, 3=Blinkers off, 
4=2nd Lasix, 5=FTL_BL-on, 6=2nd Lasix_BL-on, T=Trainer 
change

1
2
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The last section of the HX4g output for each horse is a series of Trainer and Jockey Trend graphs.  Each graph displays 
finish position for the horses associated with a Trainer or Jockey as a function of odds and time.

For the trainer there is a separate graph for: all recent races, races on turf, races on wet tracks, races on poly tracks, 
dirt/poly routes, last race winners, horses with 90 or more days layoff, first time starters, 2yr males, 2yr females, 3yr 
males, 3yr females and races at the specific track of today’s race.

For the jockey there is a separate graph for: all recent races, with the trainer of this horse, turf, poly dirt/poly routes, 
dirt/poly sprints with E or F running style horses and races at the specific track of today’s race.

Although these graphs seems pretty obtuse at first once you get used to them they can give a lot of information at a 
glance.  The next slides give info on reading these graphs.

HX4g generator
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This display, one of the Trainer and Jockey Trends included in the HX4g output, is for first time starters for the trainer Mark 
Hennig.  Two graphs are shown, one for 2008 and the other for the most recent races of 2007. 

Each graph is made of 5 lines:
The first line of each graph is the year of the data.
The second line is for horses whose final tote odds were < 2:1, and always starts with “<2  ”
The third line is for horses whose final tote odds were >=2:1 and < 4:1, and always starts with “<4  ”
The fourth line is for horses whose final tote odds were >=4:1 and < 10:1, and always starts with “<10 ”
The fifth line is for horses whose final tote odds were >=10:1 and always starts with “>10 ”

The values in each line indicate the finish position of any runners – a ‘1’ indicates a winner, a ‘2’ indicates a 2nd place runner, a 
‘3’ indicates a 3rd place runner and a ‘.’ indicates a runner out of the money (4th or worse). 

Read the graph from left to right with the most recent runner shown first.  A vertical series of  ‘X’s are used to define 2 week
periods.  For example, the data in the bar for 2008 (1) shows that Hennig has had one first time starter run in the last two 
weeks – the runner went off at odds >=10:1 and finished out of the money; in the previous two week period Hennig had 2 
first time starters who finished 1st and 2nd, each at odds between 4:1 and 10:1, and in the two week period before that, 
Hennig had 2 first time starters run out of the money.  When there have been no runners during a 2 week period a vertical 
series of  ‘2X’s is used as shown in (2).  Similarly, a vertical series of ‘3X’s, as shown in (3) indicates that Hennig had no first 
time starters for a 4 week period. 

HX4g generator

1
3 2
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An example of the usefulness of the Trainer and Jockey Trends is this graph of all recent races for Howard Wolfendale, a high
win percentage trainer in the mid-Atlantic area.  The 2008 graph shows that Wolfendale has not had any winners in the last 
month, even though he has had 7 runners during that period at odds of less than 2:1, an odds range that Wolfendale usually 
wins in excess of 40%. 

HX4g generator

In addition to finding trends with time the graphs are also useful for finding trends with odds.  An example is the combination 
of Ramon Dominguez and Gary Contessa.  Although the combination of jockey and trainer have won at a high rate of about 
20% over the last year this output shows that they have had no winners at odds of 4:1 or higher.  Certainly looking for 
‘overlays’ over the past year for this combination has not been productive. 
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The first step to creating Trainer and Jockey Trends is to create a database of tracks for each trainer and jockey. 
This is accomplished on the STARTUP tab by performing STEP 1 and then STEPS 2 and 4 for 2007 and 2008.  See 
the Startup section of this documentation for more info on performing these steps.

STEP 4 creates directories C:\Trainer and C:\Jockey with subdirectories that include files for each trainer and 
jockey containing a list of all tracks that they have had entries.

Trainer and Jockey Trends
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After first creating the Trainer and Jockey Trends database of tracks for each trainer and jockey using the 
Startup tab, then on a daily basis, use STEP 6 (1) in the Update tab to update the database for yesterday’s 
results.

Trainer and Jockey Trends

1
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Use the Trends tab to create the latest Trainer and Jockey Trends for today’s race before generating the HX4g output. 
When the COMPILE button (1) is clicked data files are created for all the trainers and jockeys in the races defined in the 
Today’s Races textbox (2).  These data files are saved in the directories C:\Trainer\Streeks and C:\Jockey\Streeks.

This can be a time consuming task – figure about half an hour to generate the trends for each track.

Note that only the first two graphs for each category are written to the HX4g output file.  All generated graphs are 
saved to the C:\Trainer\Streeks and C:\Jockey\Streeks as shown in the next slide.

Trainer and Jockey Trends

1

2
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This shows the contents of the Trainer Trends file for Gary Contessa at Aqueduct.  Note that only the first two 
graphs (1) for this trend file would be written to a HX4g output file.  The way to see all graphs is to open the 
appropriate file in the directory C:\Trainer\Streeks.

Trainer and Jockey Trends

1
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New to Version 2.13, you can now use the Key Race program to create an HX4g output file with only horses 
who have a workout pattern that qualifies as Razor Sharp. This feature has been added to the HX4 GENERATOR 
screen as shown above (1). 

Razor Sharp  1/4

1
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The process for creating HX4g output for Razor Sharp horses in today’s races is easy for users who have already been 
using the HX4g output feature described earlier in this documentation. 

Clicking on the CREATE RAZOR HX4 OUTPUT button (1) will extract from the ALL_HX4.txt file those horses with a 
workout pattern that qualifies as Razor Sharp to a new HX4 output file. Then, clicking on the CREATE RAZOR OUTPUT 
button (2) produces HX4g output for these Razor Sharp horses. The following slides show new information that is 
shown in the HX4g output with Version 2.13.

Note that the HX4 FIELD NUMBER text box (3) can be used to identify a different field (other than the field 191 that 
represents the Razor Sharp switch) for use in generating HX4 output. For example, changing the HX4 FIELD NUMBER 
text box to any HX4 ranking factor would result in the generation of HX4 output for only those horses ranked first for 
that factor – using a value for the field number of 50 would result in creating an HX4 output file with only horses 
ranked first in the K ranking.

Razor Sharp  2/4

1 3

2
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Now the Razor Sharp designation is displayed in the running line for all appropriate races in the HX4g output (1). 
Seeing if this particular horse has shown previous success with the Razor Sharp workout pattern could help make 
a case for playing him today.

Razor Sharp  3/4

1
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Three new categories have been added to the Trainer and Jockey Trends that were described earlier in this 
documentation:  Razor Sharp runners racing after 30 or more days since the last race, Razor Sharp runners racing 29 or 
less days since the last race, and Razor Sharp runners that are First Time Starters.

Seeing how the trainer has done with other Razor Sharp horses could help make a case for playing this horse today. In 
the example above (1), Lloyd Mason shows having won with all 4 of his Razor Sharp horses that ran in the last two weeks 
after 30 or more days since the last race.

Razor Sharp  4/4

1
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When creating HX4 result files for copying to the C:\HX4 directory, make sure that the HTR2 export options are set 
as shown above.

Appendix A – Exporting HX4 Result Files at Startup
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When creating HX4 result files during the UPDATE process, perform the HTR2 export process twice.

First, to create the individual track files with results, make sure that the HTR2 export options are set as shown 
above. Then, to create the ALL_HX4.txt file with results, make sure the HTR2 export options are set as below.

Appendix B – Exporting HX4 Result Files for Updates
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Appendix C – Creating Today’s ALL_HX4.TXT File

When creating today’s ALL_HX4.txt file for key race analysis, make sure that the HTR2 export options are set as 
shown above.
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Appendix D – Moving/Deleting ‘old’ files in C:\HTR

New to the V2.12 of KeyRace, is the feature to move or delete old data files in the HTR directory (1). Race files and 
results that are older than one year should be removed from the HTR directory to avoid possible loss of data when 
the current years files (with the same filename) are added to the directory, or possible problems when running the 
HTR spot play feature.

Note that this feature does not move or delete files that are ‘.exe’ or ‘.ini’ files or spotplay files created by HTR 
software.

1
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Appendix D – Moving/Deleting ‘old’ files in C:\HTR

The KeyRace file is set up by default to move all files that were created more than 364 days ago out of the HTR 
directory and into new subdirectories when the green MOVE/DELETE FILES button (1)  is clicked.

As shown in the File Listing (2), the MOVE/DELETE FILES feature automatically creates subdirectories named 
‘OldFiles200X’ with the 200X representing the year that the files were created. As shown above, the MOVE/DELETE 
FILES feature resulted in moving all files currently in the C:\HTR directory, created over 364 days ago, to the 
directory C:\HTR\OldFiles2007.

The following slide shows how to change the default options to change the directory that is affected, to change the 
age of the files that are affected, and to delete rather than move.

1

2
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Appendix D – Moving/Deleting ‘old’ files in C:\HTR

Type in the new directory in the DIRECTORY FILE BOX (1) to change the directory that is affected. Note that the 
directory must begin with the drive designation, that is C:\ or D:\ or E:\ .

Type in the new value of the age of the files that are affected the AGE BOX (2), and check the DELETE/MOVE 
CHECKBOX (3) to delete rather than move.

Note that all valid values for the DIRECTORY FILE BOX, AGE BOX, and DELETE/MOVE CHECKBOX are automatically 
retained for the next time you access the KeyRace software.

The next slide shows how the caption on the  MOVE/DELETE FILES button changes when the above options are 
changed.

2

1

3
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Appendix D – Moving/Deleting ‘old’ files in C:\HTR

This slide shows that the caption on the MOVE/DELETE FILES button changes when the above options are changed 
to reflect a different HTR directory, a new value for the age of files that are affected, and to delete rather than to 
move the affected files.
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